TEACHING TECHNOLOGY
Advice from Fellow Proponent Instructors...

Time to Create Your Own Branded App?
By David Gould, Staﬀ Editor

a golf app just to have an app.” There is also the increased
challenge of getting approved for distribution through the
Click the icon for the App Store on your iPhone, type
App Store, given how Apple has instituted tougher testing
“Spearman” into the search box and you’ll find the
that helps force a longer wait to get your app into circula"Mitchell Spearman Golf Shot Fixes" app available for the
tion.
modest sum of $4.99 (or lower if there happens to be a
“Apple’s approval process is longer and more complispecial on it). Consumers browsing golf apps in general
cated now,” says Vanderpool. “That can be especially true
can also encounter the Spearman app. It’s adapted for An- if you are trying to distribute an app that is ecommercedroid devices, too—again for just $4.99.
enabled, in order to sell online lessons or some other prodWe inhabit a multi-media world—that much is certain.
uct.” Only on the iOS platform can you do that—Android
Short-duration video—the golf instructor’s friend and natu- doesn’t even oﬀer the functionality. “And of course Apple is
ral outlet—is the most desirable form of digital content now taking 30 percent of your sales revenue oﬀ the top on every
available. Therefore the mobile-device app is a logical
transaction,” she adds. Little-known fact: If your potential
product for any ambitious golf coach or instructor to create customer has an iPhone equipped with wi-fi (or is in a wi-fi
and distribute. But producing and distributing one can be a hotspot) and exits your app, then goes to your website to
heavy lift.
place the order for your product directly, Apple has techVikki Vanderpool, the Proponent Group
nology that blocks that purchase from their
member who probably has the most extensive
mobile device. “They don’t miss much,” comexperience building apps, encourages her colments Vanderpool.
leagues to bring realistic projections and
Mitchell Spearman’s mobile app is a menuthoughtful planning to any app-building eﬀort
driven content trove of faults-and-fixes video. It
they undertake. Through her work in the
allows the curious amateur to select titles from
SwingPal organization—including its partnervarious sub-sections of the app that correship with Golf Channel and its SwingFix franspond to various golf skills. Thus, in the Putting
chise—Vanderpool has been in the trenches
Faults section of the app you would find the
helping produce four diﬀerent mobile apps. Of
Proponent Group member tossing such life
the four, she is most enthusiastic about one
preservers as "Pulled Putt: Decelerating
called SwingPal Event Driver, which took all of
Stroke" and "Pushed Putt: Face Open at Imtwo weeks to build and is a free download,
pact." Each topic is addressed with a short
rather than a for-sale revenue generator.
video that gets directly to the cause-eﬀect relaSpearman’s Golf Shot Fixes
“Event Driver is an app that supports the
tionship and demonstrates correct form.
work we do at big events recording dozens or
Spearman and his developers created a highly
even hundreds of individual golf swings, which are then
user-friendly menu strip at the bottom of the screen, all
used to generate online lessons paid for by Fidelity Invest- done with symbols and single "fault" terms such as
ments or by some other sponsor,” says the Nashville"Topped," "Thin," "Fat," "Hook" and several others.
based Vanderpool. “The app solved a major problem. We
Of course, Spearman’s potential to reach an audience
were wearing ourselves out trying to match attendees’
and generate buzz is is bolstered by extremely high-profile
names and correct contact info with the short videos of
testimonials—from the likes of Nick Faldo, Jim Nantz, Artheir swings,” she admits. “A process that used to be a real nold Palmer, Nick O’Hern and Daniel Chopra. He ended up
mess is now seamless and basically problem-free.”
being one of the first professionals to produce an app for
As someone who confesses to being “terrible with
the golf instruction market in part because he set himself
computers,” Vanderpool has come far up a learning curve
that goal. “I took it as a challenge,” Spearman says. “I was
in her years of assisting with app development. However
realistic about the time and eﬀort and cost it would reshe now notices that learning curve becoming steeper, as
quire,” he says of his production adventure, which took
consumers and the two major operating systems get more place in the winter of 2009-10.
demanding.
Mitchell spent a total of $20,000 to produce “Golf Shot
“There is so much free content out there these days,”
Fixes,” hiring a co-writer and a production crew, later incurshe says. “It really should discourage anyone from creating ring studio costs for video editing plus the cost of building
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the finished product as an app. “It ended up
enthused son or daughter, in need of informabeing a good investment in every way,” Speartion to help guide the child along. “We give
man says. “My ROI financially is probably close
parents a game plan when it comes to helping
to 300 percent. Plus, it opened up other opportheir kids,” Kumpis explains. The value of the
tunities.” He felt pretty confident that the deciiJuniorGolf app, he says, is in “putting over 100
sion to dive in would pay dividends, but revideo lessons in the palm of the parent’s hand.”
mained aware of the risk. He knew that a weak
These are short lessons that allow the parent to
final product would create a bad impression
be consistent and not overload the youngster
and weaken his brand, so Spearman stayed on
with ideas and reminders. “Each lesson protop of the details throughout his planning and
vides the parent with specific focus, so the junproduction eﬀort.
ior can work on one thing at a time,” Kumpis
Proponent Group member Nick Kumpis, like
says.
Spearman, also set out to achieve a “first.”
“One of the coolest things has been tracking
Kumpis, based at Santa Ana Country Club in
sales,” says Kumpis. “I’ve had sales in Africa,
California’s Orange County, was intent on creJapan, Philippines, United Kingdom, Ireland,
ating the very first junior golf instruction app for Kumpis’ iJunior Golf
Spain, Netherlands, Denmark and Canada.”
iPhone or iPad. Based on his recognition as a
His iJuniorGolf app has diagnostic sections
U.S. Kids Master Kids Teacher and a U.S. Kids Top 50 Kids addressing common faults and explaining the motor skills
Instructor from 2008 to 2010, Nick’s expertise is duly
that underlie good swing motion.
proven. One element distinguishing this app is its presentaTo produce the short videos that are packed into the
tion style. “Because kids absorb information diﬀerently
app, Kumpis enlisted the help of fellow golf professional
than adults, this app helps them learn visually and improve Tommy D'Eliscu, who has training in photography and
quickly with fun drills, games and trick shots,” Kumpis
filmmaking. D'Eliscu was a valuable ally for Kumpstates in his product description. “We purposely avoid
is—someone who could cover the technical elements of
technical golf-speak, which can be diﬃcult to understand
lighting and camera angles while keeping one eye on the
and leads to boredom.”
golf-specific requirements. Filming was accomplished in
This app addresses the scenario of the busy parent who four days, according to Kumpis, after a couple of months
is at the golf facility with their young and suddenly golfContinued on page 16

Jensen-Brunton App is “Pro Only,” for
Testing Mental-Side Flaws
Tech-savvy Americans who watched the Winter Olympics
were able to enrich their viewing experience using an app
called “Prime Time Companion.” Its designer is a Toronto
software developer, Sean Culhane, whose 12-year-old son
is a longtime student in the junior programs of Proponent
member Henry Brunton. Working with Brunton and Dr.
Rick Jensen, Culhane recently produced an unusual
mobile-device app—one that isn’t destined to sell big on
iTunes and in fact requires a golf coach trained in the specific teaching to administer and oversee its use. (That’s in
sharp contrast to Prime Time Companion, which served a
massive audience—“up to 300,000 users hitting the app
server every 60 seconds”—Culhane says.)
At a fixed cost of $10,000, Culhane
took a unit of Jensen and Brunton’s
questionnaire-based content and converted it to an app platform. Its current
working title is “Dr. Rick Jensen’s
Coaching Golf’s Mental Skills.” The
material adds up to a diagnosis plus
drills and exercises dealing with weak
links in a tournament golfer’s emotional
and mental patterns. It will be available
for purchase by consumers in a trun-

cated form. “Dr. Rick and Henry aren’t trying to promote
this and sell it online to golfers,” says Culhane. “Important
parts of it are password-protected, blocking everyone except the golf coaches who have gone through the training
and are able to interpret the results and set up corrective
protocols.” Culhane’s son took the test “and said it was
bang-on in terms of how his head gets in the way of competing at an optimal level,” reports the developer-dad.
A group of 17 golf coaches recently went through a
test phase of the material in Port St. Lucie, Fla., including
Mike Bender Golf Academy Director of Instruction Cheryl
Anderson. Anderson came away hugely impressed with
the quality of the material and, of course, the convenience
factor of having it contained in the form of an iPhone app.
“They’ve come up with a pretty amazing coaching tool,”
says Anderson. “Within a week after I
got back from the seminar I was using
the test results and the drills to give
some of the most eﬀective lessons I’ve
ever given. They were less about
physical technique and much more
about performance and scoring.”
The conclusion: Getting inside the
golfer’s head and programming it for
better golf performance—they’ve now
got an app for that, too.
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